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I like fairsvery much.

What is yourdream job?
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İÇİNDEKİLER

 1. LIFE

 2. YUMMY BREAKFAST

 3. DOWNTOWN

 4. WEATHER AND EMOTIONS

 5. AT THE FAIR

 6. OCCUPATIONS

 7. HOLIDAYS

 8. BOOKWORMS

 9. SAVING THE PLANET

 10. DEMOCRACY
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UNIT 1
LIFE

Vocabulary
Take a nap → Şekerleme yapmak, uyuklamak

Rest → Dinlenmek

Run errands → Getir götür işleri yapmak

Visit → Ziyaret etmek

Take care → Bakımını yapmak

Folk dance → Yöresel dans, folklor

Wake up → Uyanmak

Weekend → Hafta sonu

Cartoon → Çizgi film

Break time → Teneffüs vakti

Chess → Satranç

Until → -e kadar

Diary → Günlük

Parents → Ebebeyn, anne-baba

Lesson → Ders

Get dressed → Giyinmek

Cooking → Yemek yapma

Date → Tarih

Regularly → Düzenli olarak
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She doesn’t take care of her dog after school.

Does she take care of her dog after school?

Does David attend folk dance courses.

David attends folk dance courses

Bill finishes his homework in the evenings.

Bill doesn’t finish his homework in the evenings.

Do you run errands for your parents at weekends?

I don’t run errands for my parents at weekends.

They arrive home at 3 o’clock in the afternoons.

Do they arrive home at 3 o’clock in the afternoons?

I don’t write my diary before I go to bed.

I write my diary before I go to bed.
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1

4 5 6

3
2
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Visit grannies

      Help mother

HelpsEnjoys

PlaysFinishes

CatchesRests

VisitsStudies

RunsDoes

TidiesSwims 

GetsCarries

Take step dance courges

   Take care of the dog

       take a nap

         Run errand
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It is ten to twelve a.m.

It is half past ten p.m.

It is twenty five past three p.m.

It is ten past four a.m.

It is twenty five to ten a.m.

It is quarter to seven p.m.

It is quarter past one a.m.

It is twenty to twelve p.m.

It is five past one p.m.
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e

i

a

g

h

b

c

d

f
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                                     Quarter 
 past seven

 twenty to eight
                      eight o’clock

five past eight

twenty five past eight
half

past eight

twelve  o’clock

half past four

half past six

quarter past seven

nine o’clock
quarter

to ten
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Mike likes sausages and pancakes but he dislikes olives,jam,eggs and milk.

Rose likes jam,eggs and pancakes but she doesn’t like olives,sausages and milk.

John likes olives,eggs,milk and pancakes but he dislikes jam and sausages.

Sally likes olives,jam and sausages but she dislikes eggs,milk and pancakes.

Tina likes jam,sausages and milk but she doesn’t like olives,eggs and pancakes.
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Tomato         Croissant
Cheese         Sausage
Olives         Salami
Egg          Chips
Cereal         Coffee
Omelette         Butter
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                                  Y      O     G     U     R       T   

                         B      U      T      T      E     R   

                                  M     U     F       F     I       N   

                                  M     U     S       H    R      O      O     M   

  H     O     N      E      Y   

                                  B     E     A     N      S   

                          C      R     O      I      S      S       A     N      T

                   C      E     R      E      A     L

           T      O      A     S       T

  M      I       L       K

                            F     R      U     I        T      J      U      I      C      E

                   P      A     N      C     A       K     E

                           S      A      U     S       A     G      E      S

                           T      O     M     A       T     O

 YUMMY

               BREAKFAST
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Whay do you prepare the breakfast ?

What do we have to drink ?

Uggh! I don’t like milk. I want orange juice.

Ok. What do we have for breakfast ?
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I see but I feel full now. I don’t want to have breakfast.
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any

any
a lot of

a lot of

a little

a few

any
some
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Smaller                                      Colder

Noisier                            Worse

   More expensive                    Lower

  Cheaper                                    More nutritious

  Busier                                    Healthier

  More boring                               Faster

      More enjoying                                Slower

         More interesting                         Younger

Higher                                    Happier

Antalya is hotter than Samsun.

A village is more peaceful than a city.

A skyscraper is higher than an apartment.

Asia is larger then Europe.

Natural park is more relaxing than amusemant park.
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is older than Tom.   

is younger than Mark.

is older than Tom.   

is younger than Mark.

              is more nutritious                                                                                              
      than a pizza.
is more unhealthy than            
greensalad.

       The red car is more
expensive than the blue car.
        The blue car is cheaper                 
 than the red car.

     is faster than a bicycle

is slower than a motorbike.

is more beautiful than Linda.

   is uglier than Amy.

is fatter then Jack.

is thinner then Bob.
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He is playing tennis.

He is playing football.

He is playing chess.

She is drawing a picture.

He is riding a horse.
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Arda is playing with his sword.

Dura and Ufuk are picking up flowers for their mother.

Mert and Demir are running around the park.

Meriç is riding a horse.

The weather is nice and sunny.
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Yes,they are happy.

Because they are enjoying very much. 

The children are at the park right now.

My mother is watering the flowers now.

Tom is playing football in the garden.

Nancy is taking a nap at the moment.

David is resting in his room.

The girls are making a cake right now.

Brian and Mika are playing chess now.

Tiffany is drawing a picture in her room now.
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It is cold and snowy.

It is cool and rainy.

It is cool and windy.

It is hot and sunny.
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She lives in Alaska.

It belongs to the USA.

It is -45 C in Alaska in winter.

Yes,Ella likes to live in Alaska.
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She feels nice and energetic on snowy days.

She goes fishing on the ice with his father.

It is 34 C in summer.

True

False

True

True

True

False

False

False

False

False
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Sunny

Lightning

Snowy

Freezing

Stormy

Rainy

Windy

Cloudy

Foggy

Warm

Hailing

Dry

Tired

Scary

Moody

Upset

Sleepy

Anxious
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shorts                       flipflops 

raincoat                                           umbrella

gloves

sunglasses

      coat                    boots

I wear my coat and gloves on freezing days.

I need my swimsuit and suntan cream.

I shouldn’t forget to take my umbrella with me.

We should wear coat,gloves,hat and scarf.
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Ghost train is more frightening than ferris Wheel.

Funny mirrors are funnier than carrousel.

Roller coaster is more dangerous than chairoplane.

Carrousel is more boring than a train ride.

Bumper cars are more enjoyable than gondola.

Fun fairs are noisier than parks.
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likes carrousel and loves ferris wheel but she dislikes roller

coaster and hates bumpercars.

    likes roller coaster and loves bumpercars but he dislikes ferris   

    Wheel and hates carrousel.

   likes ferris wheel and loves roller coaster but dislikes carrousel     

   and bumper cars
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Robert thinks roller coaster is amazing

Susan thinks carrousel is horrible 

Brad thinks train ride is dull

Jack thinks gondola is crazy

Linn thinks ferris wheel is boring

My father thinks fun fairs is noisy

Chairoplane

Roller coaster

Ferris wheel

Carrousel
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 bumper cars  ghost train

ferries wheel  carrousel 

 train ride  roller coaster
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 Her favourite ride at the fair is bumper cars

Because it is an enjoyable place

She thinks they are very fast and thrilling

She is thirteen years old
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No,he can’t get on the roller coaster

They laugh very much in the funny mirrors

Sally likes carrousel

She thinks they are boring 

They buy cotton candies and popcorn

She feels very tired but happy at the end of the day

False

True

False 

False 

True 

True
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It is on the Pink Street

It takes place for four days 

It opens at two o’clock p.m.

It closes at half past ten p.m.

It is one dollar.
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mechanic

tailor

waiter

driver

farmer

hairdresser

dentist

nurse

salesman
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A teacher can teach students.

A lawyer can defend people at courts.

Yes,a pilot can fly a plane.

No,an architect can’t design hair.

A manager can manage the offices,schools,fabrics.

A doctor can look after ill people. 

An architect can draw the plans of buildings.

e

a

f

c

b

d
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It is the twenty seventh of December,eighteen seventy nine.

It is the eighteenth of June,nineteen fifty two.

It is the first of March,nineteen sixty nine.

It is the twenty second of September,two thousand seven.
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was

were

were

were
were

was

wasn’t was

was

wasn’t
was was

I was tired yesterday.

The film was boring at the cinema last weekend.

Tina was born in 2001.

The twins were born in Hawaii.

The dogs weren’t in the garden this morning.

Ankara wasn’t a crowded city 50 years ago.
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He was born in 1943.

He was born in Bulgaria.

He was a singer.

She was born in Italy.

He was a weight-lifter.

He was born in 1958.

He was born in Istanbul.
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           Lawyer

           farmer

              nurse

                  fireman

               cleaner

           salesman
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Haziran
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Climbed

Came 

Tried 

Learned

Visited

Opened

Went 

Stayed

Swam 

Enjoyed

Liked 

Slept

Ate 

Rode 

Made 

Joined 

Worked 

Drew

Wrote

Traveled

swam 

went 

was 

stayed 
       made sat  

tried 
felt 

joined 
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He lives in İstanbul.

They usually go on a sightseeing tour in the city at weekends.

They like winter holidays.

They went to Uludağ last December.

He learned skiing in Uludağ.

They walked on the snow in the afternoons and played snowball.
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One day they made a big snowman.

They stayed in Uludağ for five days.

Their holiday was unforgettable.

Tim went hiking last Sunday.

We walked in the forest yesterday.

She tried skiing last February.

Roy and Mike played beach volley in the afternoon.

The tourists visited the historical site last week.

My grandmother joined to a sightseeing tour in Amsterdam.

They lived in Paris in 2009.

We enjoyed at the camp last summer.
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1 1 2

4

6

8

10 

3

5

7

9
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 5 8

 7

3  10

 1

 6

 2
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I went to a hiking holiday last month.

We didn’t swim in the sea last weekend because the water was very cold.

My sister didn’t do her homework yesterday.

Brandon didn’t eat the cake yesterday.

All the children were in the forest last Sunday.
They picked berries from the trees.

My family and I moved to England in 2003.

Peter tried parasailing in Çeşme last summer.
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On

in

   between

    front of

    behind

      near

On
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It is under the desk.

It is on the desk.

They are in the bookcase.

It is on the bed.

It is between the speakers.

It is in front of the desk.

7) It is near the window.
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Yes,Greg.I love reading books.

Reading is my life style. I feel very happy when I read something.

What kind of books do you usually read?

How many books do you read in a month?

Fifteen books? You are crazy Tina.
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e

a

g

b

h

c

f

d

magazine

      newspaper

        bookshelf

  dictionary

     bookworm

        novel
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He drank something at a cafe with his friends.

He studied at the library two days ago.

He visited his grandmother last Tuesday.

He went to the theatre last Sunday

He went to the gym three days ago.

He went jogging yesterday morning.
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She went to the library immediately.

Because she had a science Project.

She found some important information about the subject.

She studied for four hours.

She thinks libraries are very useful and educating places.
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a b

d

f

h

c

e

g
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True

False

False

False

True

True

f

b

a

d

e

g

c

h
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plant trees

throw rubbish on the ground

use public transportation

hunt animals 

recycle products 

waste energy

save energy

destroy natural life
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1

3

2

4

126

     should

shouldn’t

      should

       should

shouldn’t

      should

should

shouldn’t

should

air pollution

   environment pollution

        water pollution

         noise pollution
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hunting

environment

educate

importance

recycle

decreases

protect

eco-friendly

cut down

dirtier
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Recycle

                    cut down

Reduce

                   throw

Use

                    hunt

Save

Unplug

Lower

                  pour

                              walk

Keep

Organise

Warn

Prevent
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I am preparing a poster for the class president election.

I don’t know much about Jack. What is he like?

Does he keep his promises?

Do you recommend him for me to vote?

Thanks for your ideas. I will think about Jack.
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He is from Pakistan.

They choose their school president every year.

No,he wasn’t a candidate in the election.

Ambreen joined the election.

There was a cooperation in the class.
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They sticked the posters on the walls at the corridors.

The result was pleasing for them.

Ambreen won the election.

She got half of the votes in the election.

Because she is very friendly,helpful and hardworking.

False

False

True

True

True

True

True

True
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1

3

5

2

4

6

139

               Candidates                                                  voted                                                         
                                                                                                                                                      
      lies                                                            hardworking

              outgoing
                                                                              ounted

                                                                     result
                                                                                              won
                                                                         congradulated
                                                                       president

ballot box

candidate

stamp

polling place

president

envelope
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                                   should

                                  should

                                  shouldn’t

               should

            shouldn’t

            shouldn’t

                        should

                                   should

                                        should

                    shouldn’t

                                         should

                                   should 
  shouldn’t

                                                         should

             shouldn’t
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ANSWER KEY
Sayfa 10 
1) (-) She doesn’t take care of her dog after school.            (?) Does she take care of her dog after school?
2) (?) Does David attend folk dance courses.                     (+) David attends folk dance courses.
3) (+) Bill finishes his homework in the evenings.             (-) Bill doesn’t finish his homework in the evenings.
4) (?) Do you run errands for your parents at weekend      (-) I don’t run errands for my parents at weekends.
5) (+) They arrive home at 3 o’clock in the afternoons.      (?) Do they arrive home at 3 o’clock in the afternoons?
6) (-) I don’t write my diary before I go to bed.                   (+) I write my diary before I go to bed.
Sayfa 11
1) Visit grannies   2) Take step dance courges    3)take a nap    4) Help mother   5) Take care of the dog   6) Run errands  
1) Enjoys  2) Finishes  3) Rests  4) Studies  5) Does  6) Swims  7) Carries  8) Helps  9) Plays  10) Catches   
11) Visits  12) Runs  13) Tidies 14) Gets    
Sayfa 13 
1) It is ten to twelve a.m.  2) It is half past ten p.m.  3) It is twenty five past three p.m.  4) It is ten past four a.m.
5) It is twenty five to ten a.m.  6) It is quarter to seven p.m.  7) It is quarter past one a.m.  8) It is twenty to twelve p.m.
9) It is five past one p.m.
Sayfa 14 
1-e 2-i 3-a 4-g  5-h 6-b 7-c 8-d 9-f
Sayfa 15 
Quarter  past seven , twenty to eight , eight o’clock , five past eight , twenty five past eight , half , past eight , twelve  
o’clock , half past four , half past six , quarter past seven , nine o’clock, quarter , to ten
Sayfa 25 
1) Milk likes sausages and pancakes but he dislikes olives,jam,eggs and milk.
2) Rose likes jam,eggs and pancakes but she doesn’t like olives,sausages and milk.
3) John likes olives,eggs,milk and pancakes but he dislikes jam and sausages.
4) Sally likes olives,jam and sausages but she dislikes eggs,milk and pancakes.
5) Tina likes jam,sausages and milk but she doesn’t like olives,eggs and pancakes.
Sayfa 26
Healthy  Unhealthy  Tomato  Croissant  Cheese  Sausage  Olives  Salami  Egg  Chips   Cereal  Coffee  Omelette Butter
Sayfa 27
1-YOGURT  2-BUTTER  3-MUFFIN  4-MUSHROOM  5-HONEY  6-BEANS  7-CROISSANT  8-CEREAL
9-TOAST  10-MILK  11-FRUITJUICE  12-PANCAKE  13-SAUSAGES  14-TOMATO
Secret Word: YUMMY BREAKFAST
SAYFA 28
3-1-5-4-2
Sayfa 32
1) any -any-some 2) any-a lot of  3) a few-a lot of   4)a little
1) some  2) any  3) some  4) any  5) any  6) any  7) some  8) some  9) any  10) some
Sayfa 41
1) Smaller  2) Noisier  3) More expensive  4) Cheaper  5) Busier  6) More boring  7) More enjoying  8) More interesting
9) Higher  10) Colder  11) Worse  12) Lower  13) More nutritious  14) Healthier  15) Faster  16) Slower  17) Younger  18) 
Happier
1) Antalya is hotter than Samsun.  2) A village is more peaceful than a city.  3) A skyscraper is higher than an apartment.
4) Asia is larger then Europe.  5) Natural park is more relaxing than amusemant park.
Sayfa 42
-Mark is older than Tom.  -Tom is younger than Mark.  -A motorbike is faster than a bicycle  -A bicycle is slower than a 
motorbike.  -Green salad is more nutritious than a pizza.  -Pizza is more unhealthy than greensalad. -The red car is more 
expensive than the blue car.  -The blue car is cheaper then the red car.  -Amy is more beautiful than Linda.  -Linda is uglier 
than Amy.
-Bob is fatter then Jack.  -Jack is thinner then Bob.
Sayfa 46
1) She is playing tennis.  2) He is playing football.  3) He is playing chess.  4) She is drawing a picture. 
5) He is riding a horse.
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Sayfa 47
1) Arda is playing with his sword.  2) Dura and Ufuk are picking up flowers for their mother.  3) Mert and Demir are 
running around the park.  4) Meriç is riding a horse.  5) The weather is nice and sunny.
Sayfa 48
6) Yes,they are happy.  7) Because they are enjoying very much.  8) The children are at the park right now.
1) My mother is watering the flowers now.  2) Tom is playing football in the garden.  3) Nancy is taking a nap at the 
moment.
4) David is resting in his room.  5) The girls are making a cake right now.  6) Brian and Mika are playing chess now.
7) Tiffany is drawing a picture in her room now.
Sayfa 55
1) It is cold and snowy.  2) It is cool and rainy.  3) It is cool and windy.  4) It is hot and sunny.
Sayfa 57
1) She lives in Alaska.  2) It belongs to the USA.  3) It is -45 C in Alaska in winter.  4) Yes,Ella likes to live in Alaska.
Sayfa 58
5) She feels nice and energetic on snowy days. 6) She goes fishing on the ice with his father.  7) It is 34 C in summer.
1)True   2)False   3)True   4)True   5)True   6)False   7)False   8)False   9)False   10)False
Sayfa 59
Weather conditions 
1)Sunny 2)Lightning  3)Snowy  4)Freezing 5)Stormy  6)Rainy 
7)Windy  8)Cloudy  9)Foggy  10)Warm  11)Hailing  12)Dry
Emotions
1)Tired 2)Scary  3)Moody   4)Upset   5)Sleepy   6)Anxious
Sayfa 61
1)shorts-flipflops   2)raincoat-umbrella   3)gloves   4)sunglasses   5)coat-boots
1) I wear my coat and gloves on freezing days.  2) I need my swimsuit and suntan cream.  3) I shouldn’t forget to take my 
umbrella with me.  4) We should wear coat,gloves,hat and scarf.
Sayfa 67
1) Ghost train is more frightening than ferris Wheel.  2) Funny mirrors are funnier than carrousel.
3) Roller coaster is more dangerous than chairoplane.  4) Carrousel is more boring than a train ride.
5) Bumper cars are more enjoyable than gondola.  6) Fun fairs are noisier than parks.
Sayfa 69
-Clare likes carrousel and loves ferris wheel but she dislikes roller coaster and hates bumpercars.
-Robert likes roller coaster and loves bumpercars but he dislikes ferris Wheel and hates carrousel.
-Jason likes ferris wheel and loves roller coaster but dislikes carrousel and bumper cars
Sayfa 70
-Robert thinks roller coaster is amazing  -Susan thinks carrousel is horrible   -Brad thinks train ride is dull  -Jack thinks 
gondola is crazy  -Linn thinks ferris wheel is boring  -My father thinks fun fairs is noisy  -Chairoplane-Roller coaster-Ferris 
wheel-Carrousel
Sayfa 71
1) think  2) dangerous  3) don’t agree  4) boring   5) cheap   6) agree
1) bumper cars   2) ghost train   3) carrousel   4) ferries wheel   5) train ride   6) roller coaster
Sayfa 72
1) Her favourite ride at the fair is bumper cars  2) Because it is an enjoyable place 
3) She thinks they are very fast and thrilling  4) She is thirteen years old
Sayfa 73
5) No,he can’t get on the roller coaster  6) They laugh very much in the funny mirrors  7) Sally likes carrousel
8) She thinks they are boring   9) They buy cotton candies and popcorn 
10) She feels very tired but happy at the end of the day
1) False  2) True  3) False  4) False  5) True  6) True
Sayfa 74
1) It is on the Pink Street  2) It takes place for four days   3) It opens at two o’clock p.m.  4) It closes at half past ten p.m.
5) It is one dollar.
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Sayfa 81
1)mechanic 2)tailor  3)waiter  4)driver  5)farmer  6)hairdresser 7)dentist  8)nurse  9)salesman
Sayfa 82
1) A teacher can teach students.  2) A lawyer can defend people at courts.  3) Yes,a pilot can fly a plane.
4) No,an architect can’t design hair.  5) A manager can manage the offices,schools,fabrics.
6) A doctor can look after ill people.   7) An architect can draw the plans of buildings.
1-e  2-a  3-f  4-c  5-b  6-d
Sayfa 83
-It is the twenty seventh of December,eighteen seventy nine.  -It is the eighteenth of June,nineteen fifty two.
-It is the first of March,nineteen sixty nine.  -It is the twenty second of September,two thousand seven
Sayfa 87
1)was 2)were-were 3)were-were 4)was-wasn’t-was 5)was 6)wasn’t-was-was
1) I was tired yesterday.  2) The film was boring at the cinema last weekend.  3) Tina was born in 2001.
4) The twins were born in Hawaii.  5) The dogs weren’t in the garden this morning.  6) Ankara wasn’t a crowded city 50 
years ago.
Sayfa 88
1) He was born in 1943.  2) He was born in Bulgaria.  3) He was a singer.  4) She was born in Italy.
5) He was a weight-lifter.  6) He was born in 1958.  7) He was born in Istanbul.
Sayfa 89
Lawyer-farmer-nurse-fireman-cleaner-salesman
Sayfa 99
1) Climbed  2) Came  3) Tried  4) Learned  5) Visited  6) Opened  7) Went  8) Stayed 9) Swam  10) Enjoyed  11) Liked 
12) Slept  13) Ate   14) Rode  15) Made  16) Joined  17) Worked  18) Drew  19) Wrote  20) Traveled
1) swam  2) went  3) was 4) stayed-made-sat  5) tried-felt 6) joined
Sayfa 100
1) He lives in İstanbul.  2) They usually go on a sightseeing tour in the city at weekends.
3) They like winter holidays.  4) They went to Uludağ last December.
5) He learned skiing in Uludağ.  6) They walked on the snow in the afternoons and played snowball.
7) One day they made a big snowman.  8) They stayed in Uludağ for five days.
9) Their holiday was unforgettable.
1) Tim went hiking last Sunday.  2) We walked in the forest yesterday.
3) She tried skiing last February.  4) Roy and Mike played beach volley in the afternoon.
5) The tourists visited the historical site last week.  6) My grandmother joined to a sightseeing tour in Amsterdam.
7) They lived in Paris in 2009.  8) We enjoyed at the camp last summer.
Sayfa 102
1) 5 2) 8 3) 2 4) 7 5) 10 6) 3 7) 4 8) 1 9) 9 10) 6
Sayfa 103
1) I went to a hiking holiday last month.  2) We didn’t swim in the sea last weekend because the water was very cold.
3) My sister didn’t do her homework yesterday.  4) Brandon didn’t eat the cake yesterday.
5) All the children were in the forest last Sunday. They picked berries from the trees.  6) My family and I moved to 
England in 2003.  7) Peter tried parasailing in Çeşme last summer.
Sayfa 111
On-in-between-in front of-behind-near-under
Sayfa 112
1) It is under the desk.  2) It is on the desk.  3) They are in the bookcase.  4) It is on the bed.  5) It is between the 
speakers.  6) It is in front of the desk.  7) It is near the window.
Sayfa 113
-Yes,Greg.I love reading books.  -Reading is my life style. I feel very happy when I read something.
-What kind of books do you usually read?  -How many books do you read in a month?  -Fifteen books? You are crazy Tina.
Sayfa 114
1) e 2) a 3) g 4) b 5) h 6) c 7) f 8) d
1) magazine 2) dictionary 3) newspaper 4) bookworm 5) Bookshelf  6) novel
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Sayfa 115
1) He drank something at a cafe with his friends.  2) He studied at the library two days ago.  3) He visited his grandmother 
last Tuesday.  4) He went to the theatre last Sunday  5) He went to the gym three days ago.  6) He went jogging yesterday 
morning.
Sayfa 116
1) She went to the library immediately.  2) Because she had a science Project.  3) She found some important information 
about the subject.  4) She studied for four hours.  5) She thinks libraries are very useful and educating places.
Sayfa 117
1) True  2) False   3) False   4) False   5) True   6) True  
1) f    2) b   3) a  4) d  5) h  6) e  7) g  8)c
Sayfa 125
1) plant trees  2) throw rubbish on the ground  3)use public transportation  4) hunt animals   5)recycle products
6) waste energy 7) save energy  8) destroy natural life

Sayfa 126
1) should  2) shouldn’t  3) should  4) should   5)shouldn’t  6)should  7)should  8)shouldn’t  9)should
1) air pollution 2)water pollution   3)environment pollution  4)noise pollution
Sayfa 127 
1)hunting 2)environment  3)educate 4)importance  5)recycle
6)decreases 7)protect 8)eco-friendly  9)cut down 10)dirtier
Sayfa 129
1)recycle 2)cut down 3)reduce 4)throw 5)use 6)hunt    7)save
8)unplug 9)lower  10)pour 11)walk  12)keep  13)organise  14)warn 15)prevent
Sayfa 135 
-I am preparing a poster for the class president election.  -I don’t know much about Jack. What is he like?
-Does he keep his promises?  -Do you recommend him for me to vote?  -Thanks for your ideas. I will think about Jack.
Sayfa 136
1-d  2-c  3-f  4-a  5-g  6-e  7-b
1) president 2)campaign 3)candidate 4)polling place  5)republic
6)give a speech  7)children rights 8)democracy 9)ballot box 10)envelope
Sayfa 137
1) He is from Pakistan.
2) They choose their school president every year.
3) No,he wasn’t a candidate in the election.
4) Ambreen joined the election.
5) There was a cooperation in the class.
Sayfa 138
6) They sticked the posters on the walls at the corridors.
7) The result was pleasing for them.
8) Ambreen won the election.
9) She got half of the votes in the election.
10) Because she is very friendly,helpful and hardworking.
1) False   2) True   3) False   4) False   5) True   6) True   7) False   8) False
Sayfa 139 
Candidates-voted-lies-hardworking-outgoing-counted-result-won-congradulated-president
1) ballot box 2)polling place  3)candidate 4)president
5) stamp 6) envelope
Sayfa 140
1)should  2)should  3)shouldn’t  4)should  5)shouldn’t  6)shouldn’t  7)should  8)should
9)should  10)shouldn’t  11)should  12)should-shouldn’t  13)should  14)shouldn’t

                                                           


